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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Técnico preocupado has contributed to the dictionary with 49 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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asintomágico
Tell of healthy people who thanks to PCR tests become supposed covid patients and keep tragipandemia in operation. 

balconazi
Tell the people who stood in the anonymous that provided them spying from their balcony reported to the police the
people who were on the street during the confinement by the coronavirus.

bozadicción
Trauma that many people will maintain and that will allow them to continue carrying morecarillas even if they are not
mandatory. It is an addiction especially of the covidians who keep tragipandemia operative

bozalistán
Tell yourself from the old country called Spain that one day dawned full of masks because of a Tragipandemia.  These
masks were known as bozales, hence the term bozalistan.

burbujista
It is how members of the real estate bubble forum are defined.  This forum was the first to warn of the real estate bubble
that loathed over Spain. 

cambio cromático
Tell us how they want to make us swallow the supposed climate change consisting of modifying the color palette that
had been used for the different temperatures in the climate maps. 

charoministerio
A charoministery is a ministry that serves no purpose led by a charo minister. You are given a huge amount of money to
be wasted, invested in nonsense or directly squandered on things like "charlas". 

conspiranoico
I end up with which the officialno or people who only believe in the official version of the events call people seeking
information on their own relating unrelated facts that allow the conspiranoc to determine that some people are conspiring
against others, usually a small elite who pulls the strings to achieve their goals with respect to a large majority of people.

conspiranoicos
Plural of the vexative term with which officers or individuals who only believe in the official version of events call people
seeking information on their own by linking appearingly unrelated facts that allow conspiratorialists to determine that
some people are conspiring against others, usually a small elite who move the threads to achieve their goals with
respect to a large majority of people. 

coronacirco
It is similar to coronacircus.  It is that the coronavirus pandemic has been transformed into a kind of three-track circus
where the alleged measures to prevent the plandemic are more absurd than the previous one. 

coronacircus



The Tragipandemia ended up becoming a kind of circus where every day there was some measure to prevent the
plandemic more absurd than the previous one. While some people called the thought that dismantled the crown as a
magufo and conspiranoic others labeled these people covidians

coronatimo
The SarsCov2 coronavirus pandemic was installed with little opposition in the Western world but there was a part of the
population that did not believe it, who thought they had been deceived or scammed.  Therefore, the coronavirus was
renamed coronatimo within what was called tragipandemia or plandemia

covidganda
To the abusive use of propaganda within the informational terror campaign of the Covid Tragipandemia19. 

covidiano
A covidian is a person who has believed everything from the mass media, the government and the institutions have told
him about Tragipandemia. However ridiculous the demands to meet a good covidian will not ask any questions or be
wary of it when it comes to fulfilling them.  The name covidian comes from the name of the pandemic COVID19 .  A
covidian is a good telebeliever and is informed on TV of all the news about the pandemic.

covidianos
Tell the plural of covidiano The name covidiano comes from the name of the pandemic COVID19

covimonguer
Tell of the contraction between covidiano and mongolo .  It would be a question of defining a class of human beings that
thanks to being a telecreyente has fallen into a catatonic state where they do not know how to govern themselves
without following the guidelines that come from the State in reference to Tragipandemia

covinazi
When a covidian becomes completely irrational he becomes a covinazi that is the contraction of Nazi and Covidian. A
covinazi is able to report his own family if he is infected after having a PCR test

covinazis
Plural of covinazi

demoncracia
When fools are deceived and add majorities by surrendering their power and their destiny to those who do Evil

fachaflauta
Tell yourself about the individual who has been integrated into a new collective where the far right and people of the
15M movement have been mixed thanks to the Tragipandemia that began in 2020. The fachaflanauts go to
demonstrations together and share social media spaces together. 

fangirleando
Be a very intense fan.  It initially comes from female fans but has spread to both sexes.  Related to grupie



grafenero
This is how believers in graphene poisoning are called.  Everything is graphene and graphene is everywhere. 

magufo
I end up vexing with which the officialnoics, people who only believe in the official version, refer to the conspirano and
who come from the union of the words Magic and UFO.  There really are a majority of people who believe in
conspiracies and who believe in the existence of magic and UFOs, but there is another part that does not, so the term
ends up being pejorative for this collective that if you believe in conspiracies and not in magic or UFOs.

magufos
Say of the plural of the word magufo .  I conclude vexatory with which the officers, people who only believe in the official
version, refer to a conspiranoic and who comes from the union of the words Magic and UFO. 

mienterologo
It is said of the meteorologist who tells lies knowing that they are not true or who exaggerates to make believe that all
the extreme phenomena of nature are the cause of climate change and the effects of using fossil fuels and eating meat.

monilover
Tell yourself about the person who was expecting a new pandemic caused by monkeypox

monilovers
More than one monilover

moniniano
A Moninian is a person who has believed everything that from the mass media, the government and institutions have
told him about monkeypox.  The name Moninian comes from the name of the COVID19 pandemic covidiano and the
inclusion of the word mono. 

moninianos
They are a group of Moninians people who have believed everything that from the mass media, the government and the
institutions have told them about monkeypox. 

mononiano
A mononian is a person who has believed everything that the mass media, the government and institutions have told
him about monkeypox.  The name mononian comes from the name of the COVID19 covidiano pandemic and the
inclusion of the word mono and is a derivation of moninian

mononianos
More than one Mononian makes a group of Mononians. A Moninian is a person who has believed everything that from
the mass media, the government and institutions have told him about monkeypox. 

nazipass
Another way to call the Nazi pass is Nazipass of the contraction between passport and Nazi. In Nazi Germany the
Gesundheitspass or "health pass" was implemented which was actually a pass to check the purity of Aryan blood.  If we
introduce that word today it will take us to the official pages of the Austrian and German government to register and get



these new green passes. The segregation between vaccinated (pure according to current officialdom) and unvaccinated
(impure) is exactly the same as what happened in those ghettos where the non-pure were set aside. This health
passport remains standing thanks to the people who have become covinazi

oficialnoico
Tell yourself about the person or group of people who believe themselves without rejecting any idea that comes from the
so-called official sectors, the State, the Government, their academic institutions or international bodies or organizations
such as the UN, the World Bank, the IMF or the like.  On the other hand, these people deny any other information that
comes from unofficial means whether alternative means of communication, independent researchers or common sense
itself.

pase nazitario
In one of the last phases of the Tragipandemic the obligation to present a kind of card like the one that was implemented
in Nazi Germany, the Gesundheitspass or "health pass" was imposed, which was actually a pass to check the purity of
Aryan blood just as this new Nazi pass wants to check how close to the coronacirco regime you are. The contraction
between Nazi and sanitary makes the health passport become that document to encourage segregation between
vaccinated (pure according to current officialdom) and unvaccinated (impure) is exactly the same thing that happened in
those ghettos where the non-Aryans were separated. 

pcr
From The Truth Seekers we said from the beginning that the molecular biology technique PCR Polymerase Chain
Reaction was a fraud to detect viral load or detect viruses.  That's why we talk about this technique as a paella broth kit
because for us the acronyms mean Paella Caldo Recipe. Also the Gaddites talk about the PCR is Pout, Croquettes and
Old Clothes.  In Galicia they talk about Octopus, Squid and Raxo. 

plandemia
Many people believe that the COVID19 pandemic is actually part of a plan and so they call it plandemia.  The
expression tragipandemia also suggests a plan indicating that part we can take it to laughter and part is very serious
because there are dead and multiple impediments to daily life.

proctoculo
A word derived from protocol and meaning that a medical or other protocol is deliberately misapplied or is already
designed for its application to cause harm of some kind.  It would be like doing something "like the ass". 

proctoculos
Plural of proctocle that as its name indicates derives from the word protocol adding the procto that is, of the anal region
and ass.  Protocols that work like the ass

repentinitis
Tell of the deaths that began to occur suddenly after the mass vaccination that occurred during the Tragipandemic

rolear
It's like staging a theater role but doing it in a video game with more people.  The most popular examples today are in
the video game GTA 5 and Red redemption 2

satanicario



Say of the mixture of health, satanist and sicario.  It would be a class of toilets that already existed before the
Tragipandemia but that hidden in their chores passed missing since from their position they could murder a patient
without having any problems.  A Satanicist approves and accepts any stupid rules that come from those who have
planned the Tragipandemic that we have suffered since late 2019. 

satanicarios
Plural of Satanicario that would be the mixture of health, Satanist and sicario. 

telecreyente
Person or group of people who create at first feet any information that appears on television without contrasting or
doubting the slightest.

telecreyentes
Plural of telecreyente .  Group of official people who believe at the foot of the board any information that appears on
television without contrasting it or doubting the slightest. 

terrordiario
It is said of the old news that have gone on to terrorize the staff with things as creepy as the chromatic change where
simply changing the chromatic scale of the color the normal summer temperatures have become Hell. 

tragipandemia
Tell yourself about the pandemic created exprofessum to maximize fear and minimize the real epidemic problem as it is
about dramatizing a conventional epidemological event

transvacunado
Tell yourself about the person who feels vaccinated and identifies as such and does not accept that an intolerant
COVIDian who believes in Tragipandemia belittles him for not being physically vaccinated. 

un tecnico preocupado
"A concerned technician" is the alias used by a blogger and tuitero who since 2011 has been on the internet with that
alias. I am a technician specialized in electrical lines and machines, I train in the old FP, the 5-year-old.  .  . when an
Industrial Master was that, a master. I've been at the foot of the canyon for about 30 years, working for almost every
power company in this country.  The last 20 in a foreign multinational as Senior Service Engineer. 

vacuñao
This is the name given to people who, without having any knowledge about vaccines, the immune system or medicine,
harangue us to vaccinate those of us who feel obliged to make use of common sense and not call a genetic treatment a
vaccine.  You can apply this term to describe more than one expert with an academic degree who claims to defend
science but ends up blocking you in the networks if you show him what science really says and who shows that his
knowledge does not happen to be better than that of any brother-in-law. 


